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Abstract:  In the modern era, the vehicles are focused to be automated to give human driver relaxed driving. The project aims to build a monocular 

vision Self Driving car prototype capable of driving during the heavy traffic jam, hence relaxing driver from continuously pushing brake, 

accelerator or clutch and reach the given destination safely and intelligently thus avoiding the risk of human errors. Our main focus is on 

Autonomous Vehicle, which can deal with real time traffic situation, detects and avoids obstacles. It checks vehicles around and automatically 

moves slowly behind the traffic until it gets out of traffic jam situation. Vehicle automatically follow the front vehicle and maintains specified 

distance from vehicles around. 

 

IndexTerms - Road Accidents Are A Global Challenge, Lane Detection, Real Time Traffic Simulation.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A self-driving car (also known as an autonomous car or a driverless car) has no human input and can sense surrounding without 

any human interactions. Variety of sensors are combined and are used to identify the pathway, obstacles, pedestrians etc. from the 

surrounding. Benefit of having a driverless car is having reduced costs due to less wastage of fuel, increased safety, increased mobility, 

increased customer satisfaction etc. Progress in self driving car technology has been made for years by increasing the automation of 

cars; this includes cruise control, lane keeping, and parking assist. Self-driving cars are being increasingly advocated as a means for 

making commutes more productive and the roads safer. However, they are complex socio-technical systems that involve different 

subsystems for managing the various functions of the car. Automated cars could increase traffic flow by having proper routine 

mobility from source and destination, providing mobility for children, the elderly, disabled, and the poor who cannot operate the non-

autonomous vehicles. Travelers could relieve their stress from driving and navigation issues when they go to a unknown city, reduce 

needs for parking space, lower fuel consumption, reduce crime and facilitate transportation as service like convert existing vehicles 

such as taxi, train buses to fully automated for the people.  

 

II. ROAD ACCIDENTS ARE A GLOBAL CHALLENGE 

       Over 1.25 million people die in road accidents globally every year, or on an average 3287 deaths per day and 20-50 million 

people get injured and disabled for life annually, as reported by World Health Organization (WHO). International Road Federation 

(IRF), Geneva report says that India has the highest number of road deaths and ranking first while accounting for 10% of global road 

accidents. It is found that 78% of road accidents are due to drivers’ fault or human error in driving and it is interesting to address this 

human issue with deployment of technology in the form of Driverless Car. In this direction, a prototype of driverless car is developed 

which senses the ever-changing traffic conditions on road and takes appropriate decisions for navigation dynamically, without any 

human input. With rapid advancements in technology, scientists are proposing new ideas to build self-driving car in order to ensure 

accident-free transportation. Companies like Google, Uber and Tesla are leading the global initiative in the design and manufacture 

of an autonomous car. This helps in significant savings in time as we can work even as the car is driving by itself in city traffic. An 

obstacle detection and avoidance CAR is presented based on Hough transform algorithm of object detection using Java programming 

and controlled by a Microcontroller. 

 

As the core content of vehicle collision warning system, the lane line detection and recognition widely used in automotive systems. 

Its accuracy, real-time and robustness are directly related to the safety of the car and the driver. The current research adopts different 

detection algorithm for straight and curve. This increased the complexity of the algorithm. 

 Lane Detection. 

 Obstacle Detection. 

 Real Time Traffic Simulation. 

 

This paper presents a vision- based approach which is capable of reaching a real time performance in detecting and tracking of 

structured road boundaries (painted or unpainted lane markings) with slight curvature and shadow conditions. Road boundaries are 

detected by fitting a parallel hyperbola pairs to the edges of the lane after applying the edge detection and Hough transform. The 

vehicle is supposed to move on a flat and straight road or with slow curvature. Detecting an obstacle and keeping a track of the lane 

and road is one of the primary objectives in an autonomous vehicle. This project helps understanding and categorizing the different 

techniques used for obstacle detection and tracking as well as the researches that refer to these techniques. 

 

III. LEVELS OF AUTOMATION 

 Level 1 automation some small steering or acceleration tasks are performed by the car without human intervention, but 

everything else is fully under human control. 

 

 Level 2 automation is like advance cruise control or original autopilot system on some Tesla vehicles, the car can 

automatically take safety actions but the driver needs to stay alert at the wheel. 
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 Level 3 automation still requires a human driver, but the human is able to put some “safety-critical functions” to the 

vehicle, under certain traffic or environmental conditions. This poses some potential dangers as humans pass the major 

tasks of driving to or from the car itself, which is why some car companies (Ford included) are interested in jumping 

directly to level 4. 

 

 Level 4 automation is a car that can drive itself almost all the time without any human input, but might be programmed 

not to drive in unmapped areas or during severe weather. This is a car you could sleep in.  

 

 Level 5 automation means full automation in all conditions. 

 
IV. DESIGN OF ARCHITECTURE 

The block diagram of the self-driving car system is shown in Fig. 1. A set of sensors like ultrasonic sensor, IR sensors, and the 

L293D H-bridge motor driver are connected to Raspberry Pi 4 controller through its General-Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins. 

Web camera is connected to USB port of Raspberry Pi board. The analog output of accelerometer sensor is converted to digital 

using IC MCP3008 Analog to Digital converter and then fed to GPIOs of Raspberry Pi 4. In order to build a hardware model of 

self-driving car, a chassis is selected as the base on which all boards are mounted and 4 wheels are attached - 2 wheels in front 

and 2 wheels in back, to the chassis. Front wheels are powered with two dc motors running at 30 RPM. 

 

 
 

Figure: -1 (Block Diagram) 

 

USB webcam is used for image processing along with Python library to detect real-time objects and to follow traffic rules. All 

the programs, written in Python language, to implement image processing algorithms are dumped into Raspberry Pi 4. Android 

mobile phone connected to the controller board through Wi-Fi is used as desktop to enable the mobile act as input device to give 

commands and run the programs. Using geocoder, Raspberry Pi sends out message and location link to the phone number and E-

mail written in the code through Twilio. 

 

The Android OS based mobile phone of the user is setup to view the desktop of Raspberry Pi and control the car anytime and 

anywhere, using mobile hotspot and the programming is done in Python using Integrated Development and Learning Environment 

(IDLE). The mobile applications VNC Viewer, Mobile SSH and Network Scanner are deployed for remote control of user mobile 

by Raspberry Pi server on a client server-based model. 

 

All functionalities of the self-driving car like Lane Detection and Following System (LDFS), Traffic Light Detection System 

(TLDS), Real-Time Object Detection System (RTODS), Accident Alert System are selected by keying in a code on the user 

mobile. 
 

V. LANE DETECTION, OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE AND TRAFFIC SIMULATION 

In robotics, obstacle avoidance is the task of satisfying the control objective subject to nonintersecting or non-collision position 

constraints. Normally obstacle avoidance involves the pre-computation of an obstacle-free path along which the controller will 

then guide a robot. 

In order to achieve the main objective of lane detection and tracking, a self-driving car should be able to detect, track and 

differentiate various roads for its proper movement on road. The LDFS consists of 3 IR sensors (IR1, IR2 and IR3) mounted on 

the self-driving car and connected to the Raspberry Pi controller to detect the position of the car relative to the yellow line marked 

at the center of the road. The process flow of LDFS is as shown in the Fig. 2. 
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Figure: - 2 (Process Flow) 

 

In the proposed self-driving car, a lane on the road is designed with a yellow line drawn at its middle for the car to follow. When 

IR1 and IR3 are low, black lane is detected and when IR2 is at high, yellow line is detected. The mobile of the user is programmed 

to act as the control device to start and control the motion of the car. The user enters the car and keys in ‘1’ on his mobile and all 

the sensors on the car get activated and the motor turns on. Once IR2 detects yellow color line car starts moving forward. When 

the car tends to shift to right, IR1 and IR2 both detect yellow line and the car moves to the left until IR2 alone senses yellow. 

When the car tends to shift to left, IR2 and IR3 detect yellow line and the car moves to the right until IR2 alone senses yellow. 

Thus, the car is in a self-correcting mode to be at the center of the lane and keeps moving forward as long as IR2 alone is detecting 

yellow. 

The task that we wish to perform is that of real-time lane detection in a video 

 

 There are multiple ways we can perform lane detection. We can use the learning-based approaches, such as training a   deep 

learning model on an annotated video dataset, or use a pre-trained model.  

 

 But we will use popular OpenCV in Python. 

 
 

VI.  IMAGE CAPTURING 

The input data was a color image sequences taken from a moving vehicle. A color camera was mounted inside the vehicle at 

the front-view mirror along the central line. It took the images of the environment in front of the vehicle, including the road, 

vehicles on the road, roadside, and sometimes incident objects on the road. The on-board computer with image capturing card 

captured the images in real time (up to 30 frames/second), and saved them in the computer memory. The lane detection system 

read the image sequences from the memory and started processing. A typical scene of the road ahead is depicted by the picture. 
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Figure: - 4 (Image Processing workflow) 

 

VII.  ALGORITHM 

 

 
Figure: - 5 (Flow Diagram for Lane Detection) 

 

 
 

VIII.  REAL TIME OBJECT DETECTION (RTODS) 

Our main focus is on Autonomous Vehicle, which can deal with real time traffic situation, detects and avoids obstacles. It 

checks vehicles around and automatically moves slowly behind the traffic until it gets out of traffic jam situation. Vehicle 

automatically follow the front vehicle and maintains specified distance from vehicles around. Object detection is at the core of 

many applications such as autonomous cars, security, surveillance and industrial applications. Selection of a right object 

detection method is critical depending on the nature of the problem to be solved. Single Shot Detector (SSD) is a good choice 

as it is able to run on a video and achieves a good tradeoff between speed and accuracy. 
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Figure: - 6 (Process Flow of RTODS) 

 

Real-Time Object Detection System (RTODS) is activated including all the sensors and camera by entering input = 3 in the 

mobile application. Raspberry Pi controller receives captured images from the webcam as input. On the received image, 

Raspberry Pi controller runs real-time object detection algorithm and sends the control signal to H-bridge which in turn drives 

the motor. Car starts moving forward, if any animal/person/objects are detected, car stops for 10 seconds and check for the 

presence of objects, if no object is detected, the car starts moving forward. 
 

IX.   IMPLEMENTATION AND WORKING 

   

 

Figure: - 7 (Detecting Lane) 

On successful assembling and debugging the code in the vehicle the automation of vehicle started working one by one 

starting with lane detection and so on. 
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Figure: - 8 (Detecting Traffic Sign) 

 

  

X. CONCLUSION 

A low-cost prototype of a Self-Driving Car model is designed developed and all functionalities are     

successfully demonstrated. The car is able to follow lane efficiently using IR sensor module and the traffic 

colors are detected and decisions are made by the car using image processing techniques to follow real-time 

traffic rules. Car is able to differentiate between real-time objects and is responding to the given instructions 

precisely and is detecting and overcoming obstacles successfully. Accident Alert System is designed and an 

alert message is sent to the mobile of a user in the event of an accident. 
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